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The Best Cooks Are Home CooksAccomplished food writers and editors Amanda Hesser and
Merrill Stubbs had a mission: to discover and celebrate the best home cooks in the country.
Each week for fifty-two weeks, they ran recipe contests on their website, Food52.com, and the
140 winning recipes make up this book. They include:Double Chocolate Espresso
CookiesSecret Ingredient Beef StewSimple Summer Peach CakeWishbone Roast Chicken with
Herb ButterThese recipes prove the truth that great home cooking doesn’t have to be
complicated or precious to be memorable. This book captures the community spirit that has
made Food52 a success. It features Amanda’s and Merrill’s thoughts and tips on every recipe,
plus behind-the-scenes photos, reader comments, and portraits of the contributors—putting you
right in the kitchen with America’s most talented cooks.



The Food52 Cookbook140 Winning Recipes from Exceptional Home CooksAmanda Hesser
and Merrill Stubbsand the Food52 Community{ Dedication }For home cooks, who inspire us
every day.Photography by Sarah Shatz{ Contents }DedicationIntroductionTest RunRed Leaf
Salad with Roasted Beets, Oranges, and WalnutsPink BologneseSecret CookiesPhotography
by Sarah ShatzSummerSummer Corn ChowderNot Red Velvet Cake with Fudge GlazeLamb
Burgers with Cilantro YogurtStrawberries with Lavender BiscuitsFasoolya Khadra (Beef and
Green Bean Stew)Grilled Blade Chops over Greek SaladSalted AlmondsMom’s Blueberry-
Coconut MuffinsGinger SangriaDaddy’s CarbonaraSalad DressingRoasted Duck Breast with
Sour CherriesEl ChupacabraSpicy ShrimpAmagansett Corn SaladRosemary Thyme Pita
ChipsZucchini-Lemon CookiesChilled Cantaloupe SoupFoolproof Ice CreamSimple Summer
Peach CakeThe (Not Barefoot) Contessa’s Fish PastaSteak for a Brooklyn Backyard
BarbecueSmoky Pork Burgers with Fennel and Red Cabbage SlawWatermelon and Goat
Cheese Salad with a Verbena-Infused VinaigretteLemon Basil SherbetBLT PanzanellaZucchini
PancakesSweet and Savory Tomato JamBlackberry CaipirinhaSeriously Delicious RibsClassic
Southern Buttermilk-Bathed Fried ChickenEggplant ParmesanTuscan Grilled Zucchini and
Summer SquashBeef Chopped SaladSavory Plum TartMediterranean Octopus
SaladPhotography by Sarah ShatzFallSavory Bread PuddingLinguine with Bread Crumbs and
KaleRum Apple CakeIndividual Sweet Potato Gratins with Crème Fraîche, Onions, and
BaconPudding ChômeurCreamy Mushroom SoupSmoky Fried ChickpeasBraised Moroccan
Chicken and OlivesToasted Coconut GelatoChicken with Creamy Dijon Mustard SauceAutumn
Celeriac (Celery Root) PureeProsciutto and Fontina Panini with Arugula PestoDouble Chocolate
Espresso CookiesBlueberry Almond Breakfast PolentaBubbly ManhattanGrilled Brussels
SproutsMoroccan Carrot Salad with HarissaCiabatta Stuffing with Chorizo, Sweet Potato, and
MushroomsPear, Brandy, and Walnut Cranberry SaucePink GreensSouthwestern Spiced Sweet
Potato Fries with Chili-Cilantro Sour CreamArugula, Pear, and Goat Cheese Salad with
Pomegranate VinaigretteHerb and White Wine GranitaCider-Brined Pork with Calvados,
Mustard, and ThymeLemony Cream Cheese Pancakes with BlueberriesTurkey PhoShrimp
Biryani (Indian Shrimp and Rice)Lazy Mary’s Lemon TartCowboy Rubbed Rib-eye with
Chocolate Stout Pan SauceAndouille and Dijon PolentaSweet Potatoes Anna with
PrunesPhotography by Sarah ShatzWinterHot Spiced Drunken Apple CiderAncho Chile–
Cinnamon Chocolate BarkNorma’s EggnogSmoked Ham with Pomegranate Molasses, Black
Pepper, and Mustard GlazeFiggy Pudding Butter CookiesMagical Coffee (aka Cafe
Davio)Caramel Rice Pudding with Brown Butter and Crème FraîcheRoasted Cauliflower Soup
with Chimichurri and Poblano Crème FraîcheLentil and Sausage Soup for a Cold Winter’s
NightOne-Pot Kale and Quinoa PilafSavory Grapefruit SabayonWhole Baked Fish in Sea Salt
with Parsley GremolataFregola Sarda with Caramelized Squash and CharmoulaMoroccan
Merguez Ragout with Poached EggsMussels for One (or Two)Roasted Bagna Cauda



BroccoliBarbacoa Beef Cheek TacosJennie’s Homemade ManicottiLeek, Lemon, and Feta
QuicheChocolate Bundt CakeGrilled (or Broiled) Oysters with a Sriracha Lime ButterAutumn
Olive Medley (Braised Lamb Shanks with Fennel, Celery Root, and Olives)Secret Ingredient
Beef StewMashed Potatoes with Caramelized Onions and Goat CheeseRicotta and Chive
GnocchiOvernight Steel-Cut Oats with Almond Butter and HoneyOlive all’AscolanaLemon
PossetAiry Rosemary Citrus Pignole Bread PuddingFrench Onion SoupCreamy Sausage
Stuffed MushroomsWishbone Roast Chicken with Herb ButterFrench “Peasant” BeetsGriddled
Polenta Cakes with Caramelized Onions, Goat Cheese, and HoneyZesty Herbed Chicken
BrothFeta Frozen Yogurt with Blood Orange and Mint GranitaSweet and Spicy Horseradish
DressingMeat Loaf with Blackberry Barbecue SauceYogurt and Spinach Dip “Borani Esfanaaj,”
in the Persian MannerCouscous with Roasted Fennel and Toasted AlmondsPhotography by
Sarah ShatzSpringPreserved Lemon and Spring Vegetable Risotto with Grilled Pernod
ShrimpSaffron Semifreddo with Cherry-Cardamom Syrup and Salted Honey HazelnutsLeg of
Lamb with Garlic SauceMeyer Lemon MacaronsLuciana’s PorchettaChewy Sugar Cookies
#2Tuscan Chicken Liver PâtéAbsurdly Addictive AsparagusRosemary Ciabatta with Stout
BeerRisotto RossoSeared Scallops with Spring Onion and Tarragon CreamPasta with
Prosciutto, Snap Peas, Mint, and CreamMaple Yogurt Pound CakeFaulknerian Family Spice
Cake with Caramel IcingMint LimeadeWild Ramp PestoRhubarb Curd ShortbreadBroccoli
Rabe, Potato, and Rosemary PizzaHeart of GoldSalmon in Sorrel SauceGoat Cheese Caesar
Salad with Roasted Tomatoes and Parmesan CrispBell-less, Whistle-less, Damn Good French
ToastSmoky Minestrone with Tortellini and Parsley or Basil PestoLemony Green Bean Salad
with Feta, Red Onion, and MarjoramSpanish Roasted Potato SaladCaramelized Pork Bánh
MìPistachio Meringue Stack with Rose Cream and StrawberriesCreamy Cucumber “Side”Veal
Chops Lombatina with Roasted GarlicGrilled Bread with Thyme Pesto and Preserved Lemon
CreamContributorsMenusAcknowledgmentsSearchable TermsAlso by Amanda
HesserCopyrightAbout the PublisherPhotography by Sarah Shatz{ Introduction }We met six
years ago, when Amanda was looking for someone to help her with a dauntingly large cookbook
she was writing for the New York Times. After testing more than 1,400 recipes together, eating
countless dinners at 11 P.M., and doing all the necessary research and proofreading and
dishwashing, we finished the book, which was published by W.W. Norton last year. We also
became great friends and discovered how much we love cooking together.Food52 grew out of
an insight we had while working on The Essential New York Times Cookbook: many of the best
recipes come from home cooks. It occurred to us that home cooks are both practical and
inventive, and these qualities tend to lead to great recipes. At Food52.com, we recognize
talented home cooks by giving them a place to show off their work, a place where cooks of all
levels come to be inspired and to be part of a constructive and supportive community.We love
spending time in the kitchen, and we believe, like many cooks out there—both professional and
amateur—that memorable cooking doesn’t have to be complicated or precious. It’s about
discovering that frying an egg in olive oil over high heat gives the white a great crackly texture,



that slashing the legs of a chicken before roasting allows the dark and white meat to cook evenly,
that maple syrup adds not only sweetness but depth to an otherwise ho-hum vinaigrette.We
think cooking is really important—especially now. Over the past decade, many studies have
shown that children from families who eat together do better in school, that eating “whole” foods
is healthier, that eating sustainably will save the environment. But no one has pointed out that
the only way to achieve all this in a comprehensive, lasting way is for people to cook.Because:
If you cook, your family will eat dinner together. If you cook, you will naturally have a more
sustainable household. If you cook, you’ll set a lifelong example for your children. If you
cook, you’ll understand what goes into food and eat more healthily. If you cook, you’ll make
your home an important place in your life. If you cook, you’ll make others happy. If you cook,
people will remember you.This cookbook is the love child of the Food52 community, and the
result of a year’s worth of recipe contests—every recipe comes from one of our members and
was chosen as a winner by his or her peers. It’s not just the delicious concoctions, but the
creativity and voice behind each recipe that make this cookbook truly special; no one chef could
come up with this many great recipes in one year, and no one cookbook author could dream up
this many entertaining backstories. We hope you’ll get in the kitchen and have as much fun as
we did making all of these terrific recipes and learning from talented home cooks from all over.
{ Test Run }Before we even started building the website, we did an e-mail test among our friends
and family. Merrill’s mother, Veronica, dominated the field at a time when nepotism was still
acceptable (two of the three winning recipes are hers). It turns out these early winners have
stood the test of time—even after 52 weeks of official contests, we thought all three winners
deserved to be included in the book. Your Best Salad Using Beets and Citrus Your Best Ragù/
Bolognese Your Best Holiday CookiesPhotography by Sarah ShatzRed Leaf Salad with
Roasted Beets,Oranges, and WalnutsPhotography by Sarah ShatzBY TERESA PARKER |
SERVES 4 TO 6A&M: Teresa wrote: “Seems to me beets and oranges are a classic winter salad
combination that you see everywhere.” But this is no run-of-the-mill beet and orange salad.
Teresa explained, “My friend Sophie’s dad, Jim Broderick, gave me the idea that really makes
this salad great: fennel and orange rind in the dressing.” She’s right: this trick gives her winter
salad lift and fragrance and makes you want to keep eating it.2 medium beets, trimmed and
scrubbedOlive oil½ teaspoon kosher salt, plus more for seasoning1/3 cup coarsely chopped
walnuts1 head red leaf lettuce, rinsed, dried, and torn into pieces2 navel oranges1 tablespoon
minced shallot½ teaspoon fennel seeds, crushed in a mortar and pestle2 tablespoons fresh
lemon juice¼ cup walnut oilHeat the oven to 350°F. Lay the beets on one half of a large piece of
aluminum foil. Sprinkle with olive oil and season with salt. Fold the foil in half to make a packet
and roll the edges to seal. Lay on a baking sheet and roast until tender, 45 to 60 minutes. Let
cool. Peel the beets and slice into ½-inch-thick wedges.Keep the oven at 350°F; toast the
walnuts on a baking sheet for a few minutes, 5 to 7, until they smell good. Remove the nuts and
let them cool while you wash and dry the lettuce and tear it into a salad bowl.Zest one orange—
you need 1 teaspoon grated zest. Using a very sharp knife, cut the ends from the oranges,



slicing just deep enough to expose the flesh. Cut off the remaining peel and pith. Then, working
over a bowl, remove the segments, cutting between the membrane. Place the segments in a
strainer to drain off excess juice.Whisk together the dressing ingredients—the shallot, fennel
seeds, and lemon juice—in a small bowl, adding the oil last, whisking as you pour it in so the
dressing emulsifies a bit. Taste and adjust the seasoning.Toss the nuts, beets, oranges, and the
dressing with the salad, adjust the seasoning, and serve immediately.TIPS AND
TECHNIQUESTeresa: “The oranges and beets are best tossed in at the last minute, when you
dress the salad to serve it, lest the o-juice and beety color run amok.”ABOUT THE COOKTeresa
Parker is an expert on Catalonia and its cuisine, and runs culinary tours in Spain. She’s a good
friend of Merrill’s and splits her time between New York City and Wellfleet, Massachusetts.Pink
BolognesePhotography by Sarah ShatzBY VERONICA | SERVES 4 TO 6A&M: Imagine if vodka
sauce merged with Bolognese—this beautiful, aromatic pink sauce would be the conglomerate.
We like how Veronica’s use of ground turkey instead of beef keeps this simple to make but
refined enough for a dinner party.Veronica wrote: “The following list of ingredients looks daunting
—it’s not. Chances are, other than the ground meat, the fresh sage, and the cream, you might
have all these lurking in your pantry/fridge.”½ pound ground pork½ pound ground veal½ pound
ground turkey, preferably dark meat2 tablespoons olive oil1 medium carrot, finely chopped1
medium yellow onion, finely chopped2 garlic cloves, minced2 small tomatoes, cored and finely
chopped1 cup red wine1 quart homemade or organic store-bought chicken broth1 tablespoon
chopped sage, plus 2 sage leaves½ teaspoon dried thyme½ teaspoon dried oregano½
teaspoon dried basil½ teaspoon dried rosemarySalt2 tablespoons double-concentrate tomato
paste, plus more to taste1 cup heavy cream2 tablespoons vodkaFreshly ground black pepper1
pound short pasta, like penne rigateIn a large, heavy saucepan, brown the pork, veal, and turkey
over medium-high heat. Keep stirring and separating the meat while cooking. Transfer the
browned meat to a bowl and reserve. Return the pan to the stove.Add the olive oil to the pan.
Add the carrot, onion, and garlic and stir to combine. Reduce the heat to medium and cook until
tender, 5 to 10 minutes. Return the meat to the pan. Stir in the tomatoes. Pour in the red wine
and bring to a boil. Add the chicken broth, all the herbs, and a large pinch of salt, and simmer for
30 minutes, stirring occasionally.Stir in the tomato paste and continue simmering for another
hour, stirring every 10 minutes or so—you don’t want any sticking or burning. The sauce should
reduce and thicken.Pour in the cream and vodka and cook until the sauce is the desired
consistency. Season with salt and pepper. Taste, taste, taste—it’s up to you.Meanwhile, bring a
large pot of generously salted water to a boil. Add the pasta and cook until al dente. Drain, then
toss with the bolognese.TIPS AND TECHNIQUESVeronica: “The list of herbs is for dried—if
using fresh (always better, but no big deal in this recipe) double the amount—more chopping for
you!”ABOUT THE COOKVeronica Stubbs is a self-professed dilettante living in New York City.
She is also Merrill’s mother, and an excellent cook.Her favorite recipe from a cookbook: “Trances
de Jambon à la Crème from Julia Child’s Mastering the Art of French Cooking. Use red wine and
add some pre-soaked dried morels when you add the ham.”WHAT THE COMMUNITY



SAIDJestei: “This is good stuff, people. I used fresh sage and lots of it, and fresh rosemary, too.
Funny how vodka seems so meaningless in the broader scheme of life, but it really does finish
the dish nicely. A winner.”Secret CookiesPhotography by Sarah ShatzBY VERONICA | MAKES
ABOUT 80 COOKIESA&M: Merrill grew up eating these cookies every year at Christmas, but
she swears she had nothing to do with the voting! As Veronica explained, “This recipe has truly
been kept a secret for thirty years, but now is the time to release it. It was given to me by an
elderly lady who had been given it by an even more elderly Swedish lady. The proviso: ‘After I’m
gone, you may give out the recipe.’ The same proviso was given to me … so, here it is.”¾ pound
salted butter, softened1¾ cups sugar2 egg yolks2 teaspoons vanilla extract3½ cups all-purpose
flourRed, green, or multicolored sugarHeat the oven to 350°F. In a mixer fitted with a paddle
attachment, cream the butter and sugar until light in color and fluffy. Add the yolks and vanilla,
mixing well. Add the flour and combine thoroughly.Use mounded teaspoonfuls and make balls of
dough with your hands. Place on ungreased cookie sheets, then flatten the dough with the
bottom of a patterned glass or jar dipped in colored sugar (don’t mix the red and green!).Bake
for about 10 minutes (watch carefully, as they burn easily) until the cookies are lightly golden just
around the edges. Let the cookies rest on the baking sheets for a minute or two and then gently
transfer to baking racks to cool—they’re fragile.Photography by Sarah ShatzTIPS AND
TECHNIQUESIt helps to lightly butter the bottom of the glass before dipping it in the sugar for
the first time—this will help the sugar adhere.Agamom: “Ran out of time to bake, so I rolled half
the dough into a log in parchment and kept it overnight in the fridge. The next day: brushed the
roll in beaten egg yolk mixed with a teaspoon of water, then sprinkled the colored sugar around
the roll, then sliced (like sables) instead of rolling into balls. Not as pretty, but still delicious and
very quickly made—and consumed!”ABOUT THE COOKFor details on Veronica, see her
winning Pink Bolognese recipe.WHAT THE COMMUNITY SAIDAgamom: “The real ‘secret’ to
this recipe is how incredibly delicious the cookie tastes after the flavor has developed over a few
days! Perfect for Christmas gift giving, if you can restrain yourself from consuming immediately.
The vanilla scent is wonderful and the colors add to the beauty. Thank you for sharing!”Savory
Plum TartPhotography by Sarah ShatzSummerWEEK 1Chowder SUMMER CORN
CHOWDERLayer Cake NOT RED VELVET CAKE WITH FUDGE GLAZEWEEK 2Burger LAMB
BURGERS WITH CILANTRO YOGURTStrawberries STRAWBERRIES WITH LAVENDER
BISCUITSWEEK 3Green and Wax Beans FASOOLYA KHADRA (BEEF AND GREEN BEAN
STEW)Grilled Lamb GRILLED BLADE CHOPS OVER GREEK SALADWEEK 3
WILDCARDSALTED ALMONDSWEEK 4Muffins MOM’S BLUEBERRY-COCONUT
MUFFINSSummer Cocktail GINGER SANGRIAWEEK 4 WILDCARDDADDY’S
CARBONARAWEEK 5Salad Dressing SALAD DRESSINGCherries ROASTED DUCK BREAST
WITH SOUR CHERRIESWEEK 5 WILDCARDEL CHUPACABRAWEEK 6Shrimp SPICY
SHRIMPFirst Corn of the Season AMAGANSETT CORN SALADWEEK 6
WILDCARDROSEMARY THYME PITA CHIPSWEEK 7Zucchini or Summer Squash ZUCCHINI-
LEMON COOKIESChilled Soup CHILLED CANTALOUPE SOUPWEEK 7



WILDCARDFOOLPROOF ICE CREAMWEEK 8Peaches SIMPLE SUMMER PEACH
CAKESummer Fish Recipe THE (NOT BAREFOOT) CONTESSA’S FISH PASTAWEEK 8
WILDCARDSTEAK FOR A BROOKLYN BACKYARD BARBECUEWEEK 9Grilled Pork SMOKY
PORK BURGERS WITH FENNEL AND RED CABBAGE SLAWWatermelon WATERMELON
AND GOAT CHEESE SALAD WITH A VERBENA-INFUSED VINAIGRETTEWEEK 10Frozen
Dessert LEMON BASIL SHERBETTomatoes BLT PANZANELLAWEEK 10
WILDCARDZUCCHINI PANCAKESWEEK 11Preserves SWEET AND SAVORY TOMATO
JAMEnd of Summer Cocktail BLACKBERRY CAIPIRINHAWEEK 11 WILDCARDSERIOUSLY
DELICIOUS RIBSWEEK 12Fried Chicken CLASSIC SOUTHERN BUTTERMILK-BATHED
FRIED CHICKENEggplant EGGPLANT PARMESANWEEK 12 WILDCARDTUSCAN GRILLED
ZUCCHINI AND SUMMER SQUASHWEEK 13Beef Salad BEEF CHOPPED SALADFruit Tart
SAVORY PLUM TARTWEEK 13 WILDCARDMEDITERRANEAN OCTOPUS SALADWEEK 1:
YOUR BEST CHOWDERSummer Corn ChowderPhotography by Sarah ShatzBY NANCY JO |
SERVES 6A&M: This is an earthy, moody corn chowder that alternates between sweet and hot.
We were intrigued by Nancy Jo’s technique of cooking the vegetables in their own juices—
without any extra liquid—before adding milk and cream, which seems to intensify all the flavors.
Nancy Jo’s inspiration for this recipe came from an issue of Food & Wine. “Not being a fan of bell
peppers,” she said, “I modified it by adding poblano peppers instead, and I think it tastes much
better.”6 medium ears of corn6 strips bacon, cut into ½-inch pieces1 small onion, finely
chopped1 medium poblano pepper, finely chopped1 jalapeno pepper, seeded and finely
chopped1 small celery rib, finely chopped3 medium tomatoes, peeled, seeded, and finely
chopped2 medium boiling potatoes (about 1 pound), peeled and cubed1 teaspoon salt, plus
more to taste1/8 teaspoon ground allspicePinch sugar1 small bay leaf2 cups light cream, at
room temperature (or 1 cup milk and 1 cup heavy cream)1 cup milkFreshly ground black
pepperChopped parsley, for garnishWorking over a bowl, cut the corn kernels from the cobs at
about half their depth. Then, using the back of the knife, scrape the cobs over the bowl to
release all the “milk”; set aside.In a large saucepan, fry the bacon over medium-high heat,
stirring occasionally, until crisp, about 10 minutes. Transfer the bacon to paper towels to drain.
Crumble and reserve.Discard all but 3 tablespoons of the bacon drippings from the pan. Add the
onion and cook over medium heat until golden, 4 to 5 minutes. Add the poblano, jalapeño, and
celery and cook until slightly softened, about 2 minutes. Add the tomatoes, potatoes, salt,
allspice, sugar, bay leaf, and the reserved corn kernels and their “milk” and stir well. Cook over
medium heat until the mixture begins to sizzle.Reduce the heat to low. Cover and cook, stirring
occasionally, until the potatoes are tender, 35 to 45 minutes. Stir in the cream and milk and bring
just to a boil. Remove from the heat and season with black pepper and more salt to taste. Ladle
the chowder into bowls and garnish with the crumbled bacon and parsley.Photography by Sarah
ShatzTIPS AND TECHNIQUESNancy Jo occasionally roasts the poblano for a richer flavor. Broil
the pepper on a baking sheet until blackened, turning it occasionally so that it blisters evenly.
When cool enough to handle, peel off the skin and remove the seeds.We admire Nancy Jo’s



purity, but we never—never!—peel or seed tomatoes. Some might call us lazy; we like to think of
it as a firm conviction.ABOUT THE COOKNancy Jo is a creative director living in New York
City.Her favorite recipe from a cookbook: “Marcella Hazan’s Bolognese Sauce. Absolute
perfection!”WHAT THE COMMUNITY SAIDElizacbrown: “Yummy. Easy to make and delicious. I
did not have a poblano, but did have some of my own fresh roasted tomatoes. I added those,
which gave it a nice smoky flavor.”BEHIND THE SCENESIn the early days, before Food52 was
open to the public, all of the recipe entries came from family and friends—whom we sometimes
had to cajole into participating. Nancy Jo is a friend of Merrill’s, and she introduced us to Sarah
Shatz, who took almost all of the beautiful photographs you see in the book and on Food52.com.
The other winner this week was Merrill’s sister, Abs; see her recipe Not Red Velvet Cake with
Fudge Glaze.WEEK 1: YOUR BEST LAYER CAKENot Red Velvet Cake with Fudge
GlazePhotography by Sarah ShatzBY ABS | SERVES 10A&M: This cake has the wonderful,
fluffy texture you get from boxed cake mixes, but with a made-from-scratch flavor they never
manage to achieve. Abs leaves out the red food coloring usually found in red velvet cake, and
she uses a chocolate ganache glaze instead of a traditional cream cheese icing. The glaze,
which you spread and pour over the cake, is great for people intimidated by decorating with
icing. The cake recipe was adapted from JoyofBaking.com.CAKE8 tablespoons unsalted butter
at room temperature, plus more for buttering the pans2½ cups sifted cake flour1 teaspoon salt2
tablespoons Dutch-processed cocoa powder1½ cups sugar2 large eggs2 teaspoons vanilla
extract1 cup buttermilk1 teaspoon white distilled vinegar1 teaspoon baking sodaGLAZE¾ cup
heavy cream8 ounces semisweet chocolate, choppedPinch of saltPosition a rack in the center of
the oven and heat the oven to 350°F. Butter two 9-inch round cake pans and line the bottoms
with parchment paper.In a large mixing bowl, sift together the flour, salt, and cocoa powder. Set
aside.Using an electric mixer or hand beater, cream the butter on medium speed for about a
minute. Add the sugar and continue to beat until light and fluffy. Add the eggs one at a time, and
then the vanilla, beating well after each addition and scraping down the sides of the bowl.
Keeping the mixer running on low speed, beat in the dry ingredients and the buttermilk in several
additions, alternating between the two and beginning and ending with the dry ingredients.In a
small bowl, stir together the vinegar and baking soda. When it starts to fizz, quickly fold it into the
cake batter. Divide the batter evenly between the cake pans, smoothing with a spatula. Bake for
25 to 30 minutes, or until a toothpick inserted in the center of the cakes comes out clean. Cool
the cakes in their pans on a wire rack for 10 minutes and then invert onto the rack to cool
completely. Wrap each cake in plastic and put in the freezer for at least an hour. (This will make
icing the cake easier.)Using a double boiler, bring the cream just to a simmer over medium heat.
Remove from the heat and whisk in the chocolate and salt. When the mixture has cooled and
thickened slightly, use it to ice between the two cake layers and on top of the cake, letting the
icing drip down the sides.Photography by Sarah ShatzTIPS AND TECHNIQUESThe red in most
red velvet cakes comes from food coloring. Because this recipe doesn’t call for any, it has a
beautiful cocoa-marbled crumb.You can substitute cream cheese frosting for the chocolate



ganache: Beat together 8 ounces room-temperature cream cheese with 6 ounces (1½ sticks or
¾ cup) softened unsalted butter until light; add 1 teaspoon vanilla extract and then gradually
beat in 2 to 2½ cups sifted confectioners’ sugar, to taste.ABOUT THE COOKAbbie Burke is
Merrill’s sister and a nurse practitioner living in Washington, D.C. When she and Merrill were
growing up, their mother tried to get them interested in cooking by offering to teach them how to
boil artichokes—which surprisingly failed to entice them as tweens.Her favorite entertaining tip:
“Make good use of your oven so you can enjoy cocktail hour.”WEEK 2: YOUR BEST
BURGERLamb Burgers with Cilantro YogurtPhotography by Sarah ShatzBY NAOMI | SERVES
8A&M: Naomi, who wrote, “I love burgers but hate all the washing and chopping the fixings
require,” calls for ground lamb, which makes for a sumptuous burger requiring nothing more than
a bit of salt and pepper. The tang of the cilantro yogurt sauce (which Naomi called her “single
condiment solution”) cuts the richness and keeps the lamb from tasting gamy.2 pounds ground
lambSalt and freshly ground black pepper1 cup whole-milk yogurt (you need whole milk for the
texture)1 handful fresh cilantro leaves, washed, dried, and roughly chopped2 small garlic cloves,
very finely chopped8 hamburger buns or Kaiser rollsHeat your grill to medium-high. In a bowl,
heavily season the lamb with salt and pepper and mix gently. Form into 8 patties.In a small bowl,
blend the yogurt with the cilantro, garlic, and salt to taste.Cook the burgers on the grill (or in the
broiler) to medium-rare or however you like them. After removing the burgers from the grill, toast
the buns!Place the burgers on the buns, top with some of the yogurt sauce, and serve the rest
on the side.Photography by Sarah ShatzTIPS AND TECHNIQUESWe shaved the garlic using a
Microplane grater, which provided a more intense garlic flavor—if you decide to do the same,
keep in mind you may only need one clove of garlic!If you’re feeling adventurous, try adding
some minced garlic and fresh herbs to the lamb, and layer some roasted red peppers or arugula
on top of the burgers before serving.When shaping burgers, always flatten them more than you
think—they puff up once they’re on the grill.ABOUT THE COOKNaomi lives in New York City
and is a wine expert.Her favorite entertaining trick: “Casually slipping back into the kitchen
during an effervescent dinner party, after the meal seems long done, and whipping up a batch of
brownies while chatting back to everyone over one’s shoulder. Big wow factor.”WHAT THE
COMMUNITY SAIDBigGirlPhoebz: “I’m so glad you submitted this recipe—lamb burgers are my
absolute favorite! The meat is always so much more flavorful than regular ground beef, and it
gives you a lot more room to be creative with classic flavor combinations …”WEEK 2: YOUR
BEST STRAWBERRY RECIPEStrawberries with Lavender BiscuitsPhotography by Sarah
ShatzBY SARA | SERVES 8A&M: This dessert is a clever riff on strawberry shortcake. The
biscuits contain whole wheat flour, but you won’t believe how feathery and tender they are. Sara
said: “The strawberries are from the farmers’ market and stay pretty much unadulterated. You
can adjust the sweetness factor to your specific batch of berries and taste!”1 cup all-purpose
flour1 cup whole wheat pastry flour4 to 6 tablespoons light brown sugar2 teaspoons baking
powder1 teaspoon salt1 tablespoon fresh lavender flowers (or ½ tablespoon dried)8
tablespoons cold unsalted butter1 cup heavy cream, plus more for brushingTurbinado or raw



sugar2 quarts small fresh strawberries6 to 8 tablespoons crème fraîcheFresh mint sprigs and
lavender flowers, for garnishHeat the oven to 350°F. Combine the flours, 2 tablespoons of the
light brown sugar, the baking powder, salt, and lavender flowers in the bowl of a food processor
and pulse a couple of times to mix. Drop in the butter, one tablespoon at a time, while pulsing.
Mix until the dough resembles coarse meal. Slowly add the cream, pulsing, until just
incorporated. (The dough will be tacky.) Drop 8 large scoops of dough on an ungreased cookie
sheet. Brush the tops with a bit of heavy cream, sprinkle with a little turbinado sugar, and bake
for 18 to 20 minutes until lightly golden brown. Remove from the pan and let cool on a wire
rack.While the biscuits are baking, prepare the strawberries. Rinse the berries and stem and hull
them. (I usually cut them in half because they are small to begin with.) Toss the berries with a few
tablespoons of brown sugar—this part is a matter of taste. Try not to handle the berries too much
—you don’t want to mush them, but you do want their natural juices to come out. That’s it.Now
it’s time to assemble. Cut your biscuits in half. Lay the bottom of the biscuit in a bowl and spoon
some berries and their juices over the biscuit. Add a dollop of crème fraîche (this too can be
sweetened a little, depending on personal taste—I like the sourness) and top with the other half
of the biscuit. I like to garnish with some fresh mint and a lavender flower.Photography by Sarah
ShatzTIPS AND TECHNIQUESSara added that the biscuits “can morph into many forms—used
for sweet or savory dishes. I’ve also shaped them like scones and passed them off that way.”If
you can’t find lavender, substitute an equal amount of fresh thyme.ABOUT THE COOKSara is a
food and health counselor and chef. A graduate of the Natural Gourmet cooking school in New
York City, she lives in Brooklyn.Her favorite cookbook: “The Naked Chef by Jamie Oliver.”WEEK
3: YOUR BEST GREEN AND WAX BEAN DISHFasoolya Khadra (Beef and Green Bean
Stew)Photography by Sarah ShatzBY SUSAN | SERVES 6 TO 8A&M: This is one of those
recipes, like pot-au-feu, that seem to defy the laws of cooking by coaxing an intensely flavorful
sauce from water rather than broth or wine. Here, beef and beans soften into lushness,
enveloped by a silky gravy of tomatoes, garlic, coriander, and cumin. Susan wrote, “Many people
(including me) put plain whole-milk yogurt on the side,” and we encourage you to as well.1
pound stewing beef, cut into 1-inch chunksSalt and freshly ground black pepper1 pound green
beans1 pound tomatoes (canned is okay)2 garlic cloves, crushed2 teaspoons ground
coriander2 teaspoons ground cuminWhite rice, for servingYogurt, for servingSeason the beef
generously with salt and pepper, place in a skillet large enough to hold the beef in one layer, and
add enough water to just cover the beef. Cover and simmer gently over medium-low heat for
about 10 minutes until the meat is no longer pink.Remove the ends from the green beans. Cut
them into 1½-inch pieces.Remove 1 cup of the simmering liquid and reserve. Add the green
beans to the skillet and simmer for 5 minutes.Chop the tomatoes (if using fresh) and add them to
the bowl of a food processor with the reserved beef broth and garlic. Pulse until smooth. Add this
mixture to the green beans and beef. Season generously with salt and pepper, then stir in the
coriander and cumin. Cover and simmer gently until the meat is fork-tender, 1½ to 2 hours. (Add
more water if the pan gets dry—there should be half an inch of sauce at all times.) For the most



delicious flavor, let the stew sit on the stove for a while after cooking and reheat later. Serve with
rice and yogurt.Photography by Sarah ShatzTIPS AND TECHNIQUESSusan was studying
abroad in Amman, Jordan, in 2005 when she learned this recipe from her host family. She says,
“We usually ate it at lunch and then again from the fridge when we got home late on Saturday
night.”Susan: “You can make it with fava beans as well, to make white fasoolya—this fasoolya is
green fasoolya (khadra means green). People put cayenne or other chili pepper on white
fasoolya sometimes, and I think it could be good on the green also, depending on your
taste.”ABOUT THE COOKSusan is a graduate student living in Tucson, Arizona.Her favorite
recipe from a cookbook: “Before I turned fourteen and developed an attitude, but after I could
use the stove by myself, I used to make poached chicken from Pierre Franey’s 60-Minute
Gourmet for family dinner. I was so proud of myself for helping my mom, and now of course I love
that recipe.”WHAT THE COMMUNITY SAIDThinkingChair: “We made this right after Christmas
when we wanted something completely different from all that blandness. Both myself and my
eleven-year-old son loved it!”Tony S: “So simple but so good! Very similar to a Lebanese recipe
called Lubee Ah Laham. Just replace the beef with lamb, and the coriander and cumin with
cinnamon and perhaps a pinch of allspice.”WEEK 3: YOUR BEST GRILLED LAMBGrilled Blade
Chops over Greek SaladPhotography by Sarah ShatzBY HELEN | SERVES 2A&M: This dish is
fresh and intensely flavored: summer grilling at its finest. Helen advises “aggressive” seasoning
throughout, and we heartily agree. She also pointed out: “Any feta will do here (although a mildly
creamy Bulgarian feta is especially nice), but please do buy block feta and crumble it rather than
buying the precrumbled stuff.”SALAD1 large, ripe tomato1 hot house cucumber, peeled1 green
bell pepper (or red or yellow)½ cup sliced red onion1 tablespoon capers (rinsed if salt packed)½
cup Kalamata olivesPinch of dried oreganoSalt and freshly ground black pepper3 tablespoons
good-quality extra virgin olive oil, plus more for serving2 tablespoons red wine vinegar4 firm,
fresh stuffed grape leaves½ cup crumbled fetaLAMB2 lamb blade chopsKosher salt and freshly
ground black pepperDried oreganoGround corianderAt least an hour before you plan to eat, cut
the tomato, cucumber, and bell pepper into bite-size pieces. Toss in a large bowl with the red
onion, capers, olives, and oregano (don’t overdo the oregano; it gets overwhelming quickly),
aggressively season with salt and pepper, and dress with the olive oil and red wine vinegar.
Allow to sit at room temperature while you cook the lamb.Twenty minutes before you want to grill,
pull the chops out of the fridge and heat the grill to medium-high. Season on both sides with salt,
pepper, oregano, and coriander. Really press it in. Grill the chops until nicely charred on the
outside and delightfully pink (medium-rare) on the inside, 4 to 6 minutes per side.Divide the
salad between two plates, and add 2 stuffed grape leaves to each. Crumble half the feta over
each plate. Place the hot-from-the-grill lamb over each salad, and drizzle with olive oil to finish.
Enjoy!Photography by Sarah ShatzTIPS AND TECHNIQUESServe this with fresh pita and
plenty of Greek yogurt.Helen: “I like my salad to be a touch aggressive with the vinegar, as the
fat of the lamb eventually mixes with it, rounding out, rather than dampening, the flavor.”ABOUT
THE COOKHelen lives in New York City. Fresh off the line at Prune restaurant in Manhattan, she



was our first intern, establishing the all-hands-on-deck skill set for future Food52 interns—which
includes speed shopping, recipe testing, dazzling e-mail correspondence, and even on-the-fly
video editing.Her favorite recipe from a cookbook: “Gordon Hamersley’s roast chicken in Bistro
Cooking at Home.”WHAT THE COMMUNITY SAIDlastnightsdinner: “We made this for dinner
last Friday and it absolutely ROCKS. We love blade chops anyway (an underappreciated cut for
sure), but the rub is fantastic, and in combination with the salad they are a pure win. We’ll be
making this often in the summer when our local tomatoes, cukes, and peppers are in season.
Thanks for a great dish!”WEEK 3 WILDCARD WINNERSalted AlmondsPhotography by Sarah
ShatzBY LAUREN | SERVES 6 TO 8A&M: This is more a concept than a prototypical recipe—
which is one of the reasons we like it so much. By adding a mere suspicion of sugar to her recipe
for roasted salted almonds, Lauren has come up with a clever twist on a traditional technique.
She wrote that these are “perfect at cocktail hour, along with a stiff drink.” We wholeheartedly
agree—cheers!1 pound shelled whole almonds¼ cup olive oil1 tablespoon kosher salt1
teaspoon sugarHeat the oven to 350°F. Toss the almonds in the olive oil, salt, and sugar until
well coated. Spread on a baking sheet and bake for 10 minutes. Serve warm or at room
temperature.Photography by Sarah ShatzTIPS AND TECHNIQUESThe amount of sugar is just
enough to ease the saltiness without actually making the nuts taste sweet.Try the same
technique with peanuts, pecans, walnuts, hazelnuts—whatever you have on hand. And if you
want a little heat, add a pinch of cayenne.ABOUT THE COOKLauren Shockey is a food writer
who lives in New York City. Amanda has known Lauren since she was in college, when she
worked as Amanda’s intern at the New York Times. Lauren recently returned from a year living
and cooking abroad, which inspired her first memoir, Four Kitchens. Here’s her website:
www.laurenshockey.com.Her favorite entertaining tip: “Always have more wine/bubbly than you
think you need. If for some reason dinner’s a flop, just keep pouring and no one will know the
difference later!”BEHIND THE SCENESBy Week 3, we could see that the site was filling up with
more great recipes than we could recognize through the contests. Thus, the Wildcard Winner
was born. Whenever we came across a fantastic-sounding recipe, we’d try it out, and if it was
truly excellent, we’d award it a trophy. We saw this as our opportunity to hand-pick some hidden
gems throughout the course of the year.WEEK 4: YOUR BEST MUFFINMom’s Blueberry-
Coconut MuffinsPhotography by Sarah ShatzBY RHONDA35 | MAKES 1 DOZEN LARGE
MUFFINSA&M: This recipe comes from Amanda’s mother, but was entered in this muffin contest
by Amanda’s sister, Rhonda. Although Amanda had never made them herself before we tested
them, she grew up eating these light, cakey muffins every summer. Rhonda35 recalled, “My
mother would take us blueberry picking every summer. We weren’t always that enthusiastic
about the picking, but with these muffins offered as our reward, we always seemed to muster the
energy to get the job done!” The addition of toasted coconut is what sets these apart from other
blueberry muffins, and the base isn’t too sweet, allowing the tartness of the berries and the
coconut to take center stage.2 cups plus 1 tablespoon all-purpose flour1 tablespoon baking
powder½ cup sugar¾ teaspoon kosher salt½ cup flaked coconut, toasted1 egg, beaten4



tablespoons unsalted butter, melted and slightly cooled1 cup whole milk1½ cups fresh
blueberries (preferably small, wild ones if you can find them)Heat the oven to 400°F. Line a 12-
cup muffin tin with paper muffin cups. Set aside.Sift together 2 cups of the flour, the baking
powder, sugar, and salt. Stir in the toasted coconut.Combine the egg, melted butter, and milk.
Add to the dry ingredients and mix lightly until combined.Toss the blueberries with the remaining
1 tablespoon flour. This prevents the blueberries from sinking to the bottom of the muffins. Fold
into the batter.Spoon the batter into the muffin cups. Bake for 17 to 20 minutes, or until a
toothpick inserted in the center of a muffin comes out clean.Remove from the oven and allow to
cool in the pan for 10 minutes, then remove from the pan and finish cooling on a rack.TIPS AND
TECHNIQUESIf you can get coconut in larger flakes, do use it in this recipe—it’ll add more
texture.ABOUT THE COOKAlthough she enjoys entertaining, Rhonda Hesser Thomson, a
mother and culinary consultant living in Easton, Mary land, has some simple favorites when
cooking at home: “Spaghetti with fried eggs and garlic, or sometimes I just eat ice cream.”Her
favorite entertaining tip: “When in doubt, serve generous pours and something made with
cheese!”WHAT THE COMMUNITY SAIDCatarina_castruccio_prince: “The coconut is such a
perfect complement. My roommate ate two as soon as I could get them out of the muffin
tin.”WEEK 4: YOUR BEST SUMMER COCKTAILGinger SangriaPhotography by Sarah ShatzBY
REBECCAP | SERVES 12A&M: If traditional sangria were a small, feisty brunette, this variation
would be a tall, leggy blonde. RebeccaP wrote: “I recently adapted this recipe from Country
Living (probably the closest I have ever come to country living).” This sangria deserves a pretty
wineglass to showcase its pale elegance.GINGER-INFUSED SIMPLE SYRUP2 pieces ginger,
about 3 inches long1 cup sugarGINGER SANGRIA6 ripe peaches (white or yellow)1½ cups
brandy½ cup Triple Sec3 (750 ml) bottles chilled dry white wineMake the ginger-infused simple
syrup: Peel and cut the ginger into thin, long slices. Combine the ginger, sugar, and 1 cup water
in a saucepan and bring to a boil. Let the mixture simmer for about 3 minutes and then cool to
room temperature. Strain the syrup and store in the refrigerator. The syrup can be made up to 2
weeks in advance. I recommend doubling the recipe and saving some for other cocktails.Make
the sangria: Peel, pit, and slice the peaches. Add to a medium bowl, and then pour the brandy
and Triple Sec over the fruit. Cover and store in the refrigerator for several hours. If you enjoy a
strong brandy flavor, chill it overnight before using.Several hours before drinking, combine the
white wine, 1 cup ginger simple syrup, and the soaked peaches in a large punch bowl. Add ice
cubes or a block of ice right before serving.Photography by Sarah ShatzTIPS AND
TECHNIQUESRebeccaP: “In addition to boiling the ginger in the simple syrup, I added slices of
ginger to the syrup to sit overnight to intensify the flavor. This is optional. To keep the sangria
cool, fill an old orange juice quart container with water and freeze overnight. Cut the paper away
from the ice and add the block of ice to the sangria before serving.”ABOUT THE COOKRebecca
Palkovics is a recent graduate of NYU’s Food Studies graduate program and was Food52’s first
publicist. She currently lives in New York City.Her favorite cookbook: “The Greens Cookbook
(and I’m not a vegetarian!).”WHAT THE COMMUNITY SAIDBladt: “Tasted this at a dinner party—



quite good. The ginger is rather subtle and the brandy played nicely with the fruit.”WEEK 4
WILDCARD WINNERDaddy’s CarbonaraPhotography by Sarah ShatzBY ERIC LIFTIN |
SERVES ABOUT 6A&M: A good carbonara is not easy to find—nor, for that matter, to make. We
found Eric’s silky, rich sauce (resulting from generous doses of bacon, egg, and cheese) totally
addictive, and peas are a great addition. We also appreciate Eric’s reasons for making this dish:
“I refuse on principle to make pasta with butter (or powdered cheese) for my children. I prepared
this version for my daughter’s slumber party, and everyone loved it (even the vegetarian).”1
pound dried spaghetti1 pound bacon6 to 10 ounces frozen peas (according to your taste)4
eggs1 cup freshly grated ParmesanFreshly ground black pepperStart cooking the pasta (I have
long subscribed to the less-water method Harold McGee advocates—he experimented with
cooking pasta in only a small amount of water to save energy and found the results to be
satisfactory).Take the bacon out of the package and cut across the slices into ½-inch-wide
blocks. Cook in a skillet over medium heat, stirring and breaking up the blocks with a wooden
spoon.Dump the peas into a microwave-safe bowl with a little water and micro wave for 3 to 4
minutes until they are warm, stirring halfway through.While all the cooking is going on, whisk
together the eggs, Parmesan, and pepper (to taste—it’s best to use a lot, but for kids, maybe
less) in a large bowl. It should have the consistency of a thick batter.When the pasta is al dente,
drain it quickly, reserving ½ cup of the pasta water. Whisk the reserved pasta water into the eggs
to temper them, then dump the steaming spaghetti into the egg mixture and agitate well to cook
the eggs. Add the bacon with a slotted spoon, leaving the fat behind. Some purists will just
empty the skillet into the bowl, but that is too much. Mix in the peas, and you’re done. The
biggest challenge is to get the bacon and peas mixed in evenly—I recommend steel
tongs.Photography by Sarah ShatzTIPS AND TECHNIQUESEric Liftin: “Modify quantities and
proportions as you will. I totally prefer American bacon to pancetta for its crispness in this
dish.”Ody, a Food52 member, recommended adding some chopped onion to the bacon when
you sauté it.ABOUT THE COOKEric Liftin is a New York–based architect and web developer
with an affinity for seasonal ingredients—many of his Food52 recipes incorporate fresh picks
from his garden. When he isn’t building things (like the Food52 website!), he’s cooking breakfast
(pancakes), lunch (tomato tarts), and making dessert (lemon birthday cake) for his very lucky
kids. Here’s his website: Mesh Architectures (www.mesh-arc.com).His favorite entertaining tip:
“When cooking for others, one dish should be something you know will succeed, and one should
be an experiment. Even if it doesn’t succeed, it’s a story that involves everyone.”WHAT THE
COMMUNITY SAIDElise: “Made this for dinner, and we loved it. Used whole wheat spaghetti to
counter the delicious but unhealthier ingredients. Great for a quick meal because it took no
time.”WEEK 5: YOUR BEST SALAD DRESSINGSalad DressingPhotography by Sarah ShatzBY
LESLIE | MAKES 1 CUPA&M: We love that this dressing can be made in just a few minutes but
contains a couple of surprises: the additions of both golden (or white) balsamic vinegar and
Worcestershire sauce. (Why didn’t we think of that last one?) But what thrills us the most is
Leslie’s suggestion to just throw everything in a jar and shake. It’s an easy way to emulsify the



ingredients, and storing leftovers is a snap. This is the perfect dressing for a salad of young,
tender lettuces.1 teaspoon Dijon mustard1 garlic clove, peeled and lightly crushed with the side
of a knife¾ cup extra virgin olive oil4 teaspoons balsamic vinegar2 tablespoons golden (or
white) balsamic vinegar¼ teaspoon Worcestershire sauceSalt and freshly ground black
pepperPlace the mustard and the garlic clove in a bowl or glass jar.Add the olive oil, vinegars,
Worcestershire sauce, and salt and pepper (to taste), and mix well (or shake, if in a jar).Taste for
seasoning and add more of any of the ingredients to get the right balance.Photography by Sarah
ShatzTIPS AND TECHNIQUESLeslie said not to refrigerate the dressing once you’ve made it,
but it does benefit from some sitting time, which simultaneously intensifies and rounds out the
flavors. Use the dressing within a day or two.Tatiana131 suggested adding “a hint of apple cider
vinegar.”ABOUT THE COOKLeslie Shatz is a retired development/marketing director for
nonprofit arts organizations and lives in Stockbridge, Massachusetts. She’s also our
photographer’s, Sarah Shatz’s, mom!Her favorite recipe from a cookbook: “Many, many years
ago (1972) I bought a paperback edition of The Elegant but Easy Cookbook, by Marian Fox
Burros and Lois Levine, and found I loved their recipe for fruit torte. My husband and children
dubbed it ‘the 24-hour cake,’ since it’s so tasty there are only a few stray crumbs left on the
serving plate one day after I make it.”WHAT THE COMMUNITY SAIDsexyLAMBCHOPx: “I love
using mason jars to make and store homemade salad dressings—less mess and fuss and
inspires me to make my own more often. Can’t wait to try this one!”WEEK 5: YOUR BEST
CHERRY RECIPERoasted Duck Breast with Sour CherriesPhotography by Sarah ShatzBY
SWEET ENOUGH | SERVES 4A&M: Like sweet enough, we had never cooked with sour
cherries before. The raw cherries were pristine, nearly translucent, and, well, sour! Simmering
the cherries with the shallots, apricots, thyme, stock, and wine mellows their tartness and gives
rise to a bright, fragrant sauce that complements the duck, an often gamy bird.4 duck breasts,
with skin onSalt and freshly ground black pepper4 fresh thyme sprigs2 medium shallots, finely
chopped1 cup fresh or jarred sour cherries, pitted, stems removed4 fresh apricots, pitted and
quartered½ cup chicken stock1/3 cup apricot nectar1/3 cup red wine (I used a Pinot Noir)Heat
the oven to 450°F. Rinse and pat dry the duck breasts and score the fat in a crosshatch pattern
with a sharp knife. Sprinkle both sides with salt and pepper. Place them, fat side down, in a
heavy pan over medium-high heat for about 7 minutes, or until the fat is golden brown.Turn the
breasts over and place a sprig of thyme under each. Place the pan in the oven and roast for 7 to
10 minutes, depending on how you like your duck cooked. Remove the breasts from the pan,
place on a serving dish, and tent with aluminum foil.Pour off all but about 2 tablespoons of the
duck fat. Add the shallots to the pan and cook over medium heat for 3 to 4 minutes. Add the
cherries and apricots and cook for about 1 minute; then add the stock, apricot nectar, and wine.
Cook over medium heat until the sauce is reduced by about half. Discard the thyme sprigs and
correct the seasoning.Slice each breast and fan the meat on each plate. Spoon the sauce over
the meat and serve.TIPS AND TECHNIQUESIf you want a crisper layer of skin, keep the heat
under the pan at a slow, steady burn, and (carefully) pour off the fat every once in a while so that



the breasts don’t start to deep-fry!ABOUT THE COOKSweet enough is a literary agent living in
New York City.Her favorite recipe from a cookbook: “Linguine with pancetta, olive oil, chile,
clams, and white wine from Jamie Oliver’s The Naked Chef Takes Off. It’s simple, perfect for one
person or a crowd, and it’s totally delicious.”WHAT THE COMMUNITY SAIDNaked Beet: “Love
love the combination! (I’m a sour cherry fanatic.)”WEEK 5 WILDCARD WINNEREl
ChupacabraPhotography by Sarah ShatzBY JANEYMAX | MAKES 1 DRINKA&M: This recipe
was a finalist in the Best Summer Cocktail Contest. Although it didn’t win, the race was very
close, and we thought this excellent drink deserved a spot in the cookbook. A Pimm’s Cup gone
south of the border, the cocktail gets its name from a mythical creature whose name means
“goat sucker.” (Don’t drink too many—we don’t know what will happen!)Janeymax calls for a
couple of ingredients that may require a run to the local package store (Cynar, which is made
from artichokes; blanco tequila; and Peychaud bitters), but it’s well worth the field trip.2 slices
cucumber1 ounce blanco tequila (Herradura, Dos Manos, and Gran Centenario all work)1
ounce Pimm’s No. 1¾ ounce fresh lemon juice¾ ounce simple syrup (see Tips and
Techniques)1 dash Peychaud bitters1 splash soda water1/8 to ¼ ounce CynarMuddle 1
cucumber slice at the bottom of a shaker.Add the tequila, Pimm’s, lemon juice, simple syrup, and
bitters.Add ice and shake.Strain into a Collins glass with ice.Top with soda water to taste.Float
the Cynar to taste.Garnish the cocktail with the remaining cucumber slice and serve!
Photography by Sarah ShatzTIPS AND TECHNIQUESTo make the simple syrup, combine ¼
cup sugar and ¼ cup water in a small saucepan. Bring to a boil, stirring to dissolve the sugar as
it heats. Boil for 1 minute, then remove from the heat and let cool completely. Simple syrup may
be stored in a container in the refrigerator for 2 to 3 weeks.To “float” the Cynar in step 6, invert a
spoon over the drink so the tip of the spoon is just touching the liquid, near the edge of the glass.
Then slowly pour the Cynar over the inverted spoon so it floats atop the drink.ABOUT THE
COOKJane Lopes is a wine store manager and bartender living in Chicago, Illinois. Here’s her
blog: Lush Wine (www.lushwine.wordpress.com).Her favorite entertaining tip: “Have places for
people to sit, plenty of booze, and snacks out when friends arrive. People will be happy no
matter what happens after that.”WHAT THE COMMUNITY SAIDMiss Ginsu: “Ha! The name
makes me giggle. And I’ve never heard of Cynar, so that’s worth the price of admission right
there. Thanks for the education!”WEEK 6: YOUR BEST SHRIMP RECIPESpicy
ShrimpPhotography by Sarah ShatzBY HELEN | MAKES A BUNCH OF SHRIMPA&M: We love
Sriracha’s heat, which is warm, lasting, and assertive without being overbearing. Helen
combines the hot sauce with a few everyday ingredients—olive oil, Worcestershire sauce, sugar,
and cilantro—to create a sublime marinade for shrimp. She was right when she said, “This is
dead simple, and totally delicious.” The oil and sugar give the marinade some viscosity, so it
doesn’t just season the shrimp but clings to it. But it’s the sugar that makes this dish—on the grill
it caramelizes, giving the shrimp a lacquered feel, and its sweetness balances the kick of the
Sriracha. Buy some beer or tequila to drink with it.1/3 cup Sriracha1/3 cup olive oil1 teaspoon
Worcestershire sauce3 garlic cloves, crushed1 handful cilantro, roughly chopped, plus some



minced for garnish1 teaspoon sugarSalt and freshly ground black pepper2 pounds large shrimp
(16 to 20 count), peeled and deveinedCombine the Sriracha, olive oil, Worcestershire sauce,
garlic, chopped cilantro, and sugar in a 1-gallon plastic bag. Season aggressively with salt and
pepper. Add the shrimp and mix together in the bag. Marinate in the fridge for 2 to 4 hours. Or
longer.Heat a grill to medium-high. Skewer the shrimp (4 to 6 shrimp per skewer) and grill until
pink and delicious, 2 to 3 minutes per side.Remove the shrimp from the grill, slide the shrimp
from the skewer using a fork, and pile on a serving platter. Sprinkle with minced cilantro. Watch
them disappear.Photography by Sarah ShatzTIPS AND TECHNIQUESHelen: “I tend to grill up
millions of them, take them off the skewers, pile them on a platter, and stick toothpicks in a few.
People get the idea pretty quickly, and they disappear … I like them good and spicy, but you can
adjust the amount of Sriracha as you’d like.”ABOUT THE COOKYou can read about Helen and
see her recipe for Grilled Blade Chops over Greek Salad.WHAT THE COMMUNITY SAIDLisa
Schermerhorn: “I made this when I had company over Memorial Day weekend. We decided to
put the shrimp over mixed greens and make a dinner salad. It was wonderful!!!”WEEK 6: YOUR
BEST “FIRST CORN OF THE SEASON” RECIPEAmagansett Corn SaladPhotography by Sarah
ShatzBY PETER STEINBERG | SERVES 8A&M: Peter Steinberg wrote, “Rather than do
anything to mar the flavor of the sweet, sweet corn I make this absurdly easy, very delicious raw
corn salad.” This dish epitomizes the freshness of summer. Sweet raw corn kernels and their
milk mix with the bright acid of tomatoes and the kick of red onion; a hint of balsamic vinegar
adds a caramel tang. The flavors mellow and meld as the salad sits for a bit.8 ears very fresh
white or yellow corn2 quarts cherry tomatoes1 medium red onion1 quart sugar snap peas
(optional)1 handful rough-chopped basil or flat-leaf parsley3 to 4 tablespoons high-quality
balsamic vinegarSalt, preferably a large, flaky sea salt like MaldonFreshly ground black
pepperStrip the raw corn from the ears. Yep, raw. You can use a fancy corn stripper, or just run
your chef’s knife down the side of each ear about 8 times.Slice the cherry tomatoes in half or
quarters, depending on your preference.Chop the red onion into a large dice.If using the sugar
snap peas (they can be hard to find when the corn and tomatoes are available—their seasons
barely overlap, and even then you’re likely getting corn and tomatoes from the south and sugar
snaps from the north), cut them in halves or thirds to make them more bite-size.Toss all the
vegetables and herbs in a large bowl, along with the vinegar (to taste), salt, and pepper. That’s it.
Enjoy!Photography by Sarah ShatzTIPS AND TECHNIQUESIf you use the sugar snaps (which
we recommend), blanch them briefly in salted boiling water and remove the strings before
cutting them into halves or thirds. Also, if you prefer cooked corn, boil it for 2 minutes before
stripping it from the cobs.ABOUT THE COOKPeter Steinberg is an entrepreneur living in
Brooklyn, New York, who later joined Food52 as our Product Guy. Here’s his book
recommendation website: Flashlight worthy (www.flashlightworthybooks.com).His best
entertaining tip: “When throwing a big dinner party, always invite at least one good friend who
you know will dive in and help in a table setting/salad making/dish cleaning crisis.”
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Upon a Chef: Weeknight/Weekend: 70 Quick-Fix Weeknight Dinners + 30 Luscious Weekend
Recipes: A Cookbook Perfect Pan Pizza: Square Pies to Make at Home, from Roman, Sicilian,
and Detroit, to Grandma Pies and Focaccia [A Cookbook] Baking With Dorie: Sweet, Salty &
Simple How to Cook That: Crazy Sweet Creations (Chocolate Baking, Pie Baking, Confectionary
Desserts, and More) The Honeysuckle Cookbook: 100 Healthy, Feel-Good Recipes to Live
Deliciously Super Natural Simple: Whole-Food, Vegetarian Recipes for Real Life [A Cookbook]
Food52 Your Do-Anything Kitchen: The Trusty Guide to a Smarter, Tidier, Happier Space
(Food52 Works) The Best of New Orleans Cookbook: 50 Classic Cajun and Creole Recipes
from the Big Easy One Pan, Two Plates: More Than 70 Complete Weeknight Meals for Two
Bestia: Italian Recipes Created in the Heart of L.A. [A Cookbook]



Mary C., “Fabulous, fun cookbook for the adventurous cook!. The first word that comes to my
mind about all of these fascinating recipes is FUN. This is a great cookbook for the adventurous
cook who (like me) loves to make something new, always looking for the next specialite to add to
my tried-and-true recipes. In other words, this book is not for the cook who is looking for 30-
minute easy weeknight meals.These 140 recipes may be intended FOR home cooks, but they're
not all FROM home cooks. Most recipe contributors have some serious food creds. They
include several food bloggers, a culinary student, a private chef or two, and even a culinary
instructor. I bought the book because I enjoy the food52 com website, and own and appreciate
a previous book, "Genius Recipes."This book is beautifully constructed, curated, and edited. It's
the harvest from their year-long recipe contests, the winners of which were adjudicated by other
members of the food52 community. The recipes in this volume were tested by "A&M," the author/
editors. Every single recipe comes with a headnote that usually combines comments from the
recipe's originator with thoughts from A&M. Every recipe has "tips and techniques," "about the
cook," and, usually, comments from the members of the food52 community who loved the dish.
Every dish has a color photo of the completed dish, and we see many photos of A&M preparing
the dishes as well.Although some recipes are simple and quick, most are not: the recipe
contributors want you to get it right, and A&M and their publisher -- THANK YOU! -- don't seem
to limit them in terms of ingredients or instructions. Like the individual recipe contributors, the
recipes are literally all over the map: from "Secret [Swedish] Cookies" to "Shrimp Biryani,"
"Turkey Pho," and "Whole Baked Fish in Sea Salt with Parsley Gremolata."If you're a meat lover,
you'll find lots of recipes to bookmark in this volume. I don't eat meat other than fish, but I've
bookmarked "Helen's Spicy Shrimp," "Griddled Polenta Cakes," and "Spanish Roasted Potato
Salad."And I may find myself making the "Secret Cookies" for the holidays :).”

Donald R. Emery, “Excellent recipies & book, but odd organization and no index. Try finding
appetizers!. Excellent recipies & book, BUT the Kindle edition (mine) has a terrible index/search
ability. It's linear; a page turner, one following the other, except for links at chapter headings.
Maybe I'm missing something, but if not 5 Stars for content, 2 Stars for digital publication. I'd
return it if I knew how!”

Katerina Katapodi, “Food52 Cookbook: A longtime effort of some great women on Internet and
more of site Food52 Cookbook. Food52 Cookbook is a book containing 140 food recipes
approximately, of cooking of international cooking and more by some wonderful women who
have organized this site and where everyone after subscription can write and send his/her own
recipe, unique one, to contribute to enrichment of this great enterprise of cooking oniine, with
more and less original food.I am personally a member sending recipes to them, from time to
time, of Greek cooking for ex. these recipes can serve also to anyone who wants to cook on his/



her own at home by finding relative ingredients, or can be also sold to hotels, for cooking, and
offer variety of food to their customers, for ex. if their hotel program is offer half pension, thus
breakfast and diner for ex. and thus gain more (new and recurrent clients) to their hotel. Buy
now! Visit the relative site when you want to contribute respectively!”

JStarr, “Excellent book! cant put it down. I bought this for my sister for Christmas and she loves
it! "I can't put it down. It's beautiful".She is a home cook that can turn anything in the cupboard to
something that looks like a restaurant meal. I would much rather have her cook me something
that go out.I read the reviewers who say that the recipes are too difficult to make. I asked my
sister and she said they were not difficult and has already made a few. She is not high end, but
just someone who loves to cook good meals for her family. I think if you are concerned about
being too difficult then maybe they are not willing to learn and grow their cooking talents (just a
thought, not an indictment). but I know she is always looking to learn more and make better and
more creative things. She seems to be extremely happy with it.So I guess if you want a simple
daily cookbook, stick with the joys of cooking...that is my level. ;) But if you like to be creative and
learn and advance your ability and love looking at beautiful pictures, this is a perfect book.”

Caroline, “There are many great recipes in this cookbook which have clear instructions. There
are many great recipes in this cookbook which have clear instructions. Some are bit above my
cooking level. It's important to read the introduction before browsing, because the recipes are
structured based on a 52 week recipe contest, rather than by type.”

pamela, “Great recipes. Love this book. You will get lots of creative cooking ideas. If u want a
traditional cookbook that is in sections, don’t consider this. However, if you are creative and
want something a little different, this is your book.”

Bugbitten, “This is one mixed up cookbook. I bought two of these, one for me, and one as a
present to my brother, a great home chef. You can't learn to cook from this book, but you can
learn to GROW as a cook from this book.Throw out the authors' names. This book of recipes
was written by America -- cooks like you and me who mostly had to find our own way. It is a
celebration of individual effort, and individual effort usually defies categorization. Let me
suggest that you tour our country, visit every house in every town, choose the best meals and
write those recipes down, then put the best of the best into a folio, and then organize it by the
season you visited. This is what you have here -- the cookbook Mark Twain never wrote. Five
stars, plus one for the sheer impossibility.”

Mary, “Probably the best cook book I've bought in recent years for inspiring .... One of the most
interesting and delicious collections of recipes for the home cook who loves food... Probably the
best cook book I've bought in recent years for inspiring delicious suppers for family and friends.”



P. S., “I just got this cookbook and I made at least 5 of the recipes the first week.. You'll want to
try almost everything in this cookbook but some of the recipes are not as tasty as they look.
Some, however, are excellent!”

The book by Amanda Hesser has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 169 people have provided feedback.
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